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Abstract  
This paper discusses considerations for creating a DAS (Distributed Antenna System) design to build a 
system for broadcasting voice, data, public safety and non-cellular wireless technologies. It discusses 
several options for meeting these goals to the satisfaction of the building owner, wireless provider and 
user. Carrier-dedicated and neutral-host DAS architecture alternatives are presented. Cost and 
performance are major considerations. Facets of design include coverage, traffic demands, interference 
and antenna technology options. DAS extensibility for meeting service demands over the life of the DAS 
must be factored in, prolonging useful life and minimizing the cost of expansion to meet future DAS 
requirements.  
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Integrating Wireless Technologies into a DAS Design 
usinesses are finding a growing demand to provide a wide variety of wireless technologies in the 
indoor space today. Wireless cellular customers depend on the mobility of their devices 
wherever they go. There is a need to implement a Distributed Antenna System (DAS) with the 

breadth of design requirements that allow it to carry a wide range of technologies and to do it well. 
Venue owners and wireless carriers wish to provide their customers and occupants with a satisfying 
wireless user experience. The DAS may have to provide services for a range of cellular frequencies and 
technologies.  

Table 1 – Technologies, Bands and Frequencies

 

In addition, regulatory movement dictates that public-safety communication service is a gating item to 
building occupancy covering the indoor area, including both public and back-of-house areas. The DAS 
can provide a broadcast mechanism for reaching public-safety personnel throughout a building, and can 
be done with an economy of scale when combined with commercial cellular services. Public safety can 
be broadcast across a range of frequencies that the DAS may provide.  Building owners often demand 
Wi-Fi service as well, from small offices to large venues such as airports and convention centers. This 
paper discusses the pros and cons of levels of integration that can be accomplished with Wi-Fi and a 
DAS.  

Table 2 – Wi-Fi Generations

 

Current / Planned Technologies Band Frequency (MHz)
Public Safety VHF 150 136-174
Public Safety UHF 450 396-450, 450-512

3G, 4G, DVB-H, Public Safety 700 698-806
SMR iDEN, 2-way radio, ESMR CDMA (future) 800 806-824 and 851-869

GSM, IS-95 (CDMA), 3G Cellular 824-849 and 869-894
Analog Bus, ILT, SMR iDEN, Paging 900 896-901 and 935-940

GSM, IS-95 (CDMA), 3G PCS 1850-1910 and 1930-1990
3G, 4G AWS 1710-1755 and 2110-2155

4G BRS / EBS 2496-2690

Wi-Fi Technology Frequency Band Bandwidth or Maximum Data Rate

802.11a 5 GHz 54 Mbps

802.11b 2.4 GHz 11 Mbps

802.11g 2.4 GHz 54 Mbps

802.11n

2.4 GHz, 5 GHz, 
2.4 or 5 GHz (selectable), or 
2.4 and 5 GHz (concurrent) 450 Mbps

B 



 

Designing a Neutral Host DAS 

Requirements – the Integration of Technologies on a DAS 
Today’s  DAS  design  should  consider  the  perspective  of  integrating  multiple  wireless  services  that  meet  
performance standards demanded by the wireless provider and building owner. The design must also 
consider the economies of scale of sharing DAS resources among carriers. DAS vendors have advanced 
their equipment to meet a wider range of frequency bands and higher power outputs to address these 
high standards. Here are some sample key performance indicators for DAS design.  

Table 3 – DAS Design Parameters

 

Design Parameter Details

Frequency Band
VHF, UHF, 700, SMR 800, Cellular 850, SMR 
900, PCS 1900, AWS 1700, BRS/EBS

Protocol
GSM, UMTS, LTE, CDMA, EVDO, WiMAX, 
LMR

Sectors
1,2,…,N;  meets  traffic  needs,  reduces  
system noise

Coverage

DAS coverage area, dominance over 
surrounding macro network, strong signal 
over noise ratio, quality handover of mobile 
between zones and indoor-outdoor, 
minimal signal strength

Traffic

Peak attendee count, voice Erlangs, data 
Erlangs, required number of carriers per 
sector

Throughput Uplink and downlink; protocol specific

Antenna Technology
Single antenna (SISO), diversity antenna, 
multiple antenna (MIMO)

Interference
Co-channel, adjacent channel, spurious; 
cell, Wi-Fi, public safety & other RF sources

Ownership/Lease

Carrier owned, venue owned, integrator 
owned; shared versus dedicated DAS 
components

Broadcast Rights
Frequency band allocation, out-of-band 
restrictions, 

Aesthetics Antenna visibility, size, quantity
Flame Retardant Plenum rating, flammability

Electrical Power
Local AC power, remote DC power over 
composite cable; UPS backup power

Reliability, Redundancy MTBF, Public safety fail-safe operation

Scalability

Early install of cable/antenna 
infrastructure, DAS modularity, broadband 
built in, pre-planned channel capacity

Electromagnetic Radiation Per safety standards
RF Link Budget Uplink and downlink; protocol specific



Sharing the DAS 
Figuring out how to share DAS resources among multiple wireless service providers (WSPs) is an 
important facet of designing and operating a neutral-host DAS. Sharing DAS resources can occur on 
various levels, from completely independent use of separate DAS equipment for each WSP to fully 
integrated usage on the same equipment. Depending on the carrier, the preference can be for either 
dedicated or shared equipment. A DAS can be designed to accommodate either architecture or a 
combination of both. For the shared neutral-host architecture, the challenge is how to design it to meet 
quality of service and growth needs of each participant while sharing resources. If a first WSP 
commissions its services with a DAS, the continued level of performance must be addressed when an 
anticipated second or third WSP is added.   

One item to keep in mind when sharing a DAS is that the designer should designate RF single points of 
contact (SPOC) at the host and at each tenant carrier. This allows the host to measure DAS performance 
quarterly.  Each SPOC should have the authority to approve DAS modifications that impact multiple 
carriers and request that tenant SPOCs have the authority to retune first- and second-tier macro 
neighbors. 

The following sections describe some guidelines and safeguards for sharing DAS equipment. First a table 
is presented that lists some options for DAS sharing at various levels of functional integration. 

Table 4 – DAS Sharing Pros and Cons 

DAS Sharing Option Advantage Disadvantage 
Fully independent of DAS Layers Full flexibility to design each 

system to optimal configuration, 
easier to debug, ownership is 
well defined 

Cannot take advantage of 
common synergies, multiplied 
number of cable and antennas, 
highest cost, integrator must be 
careful about inter-system 
interference  

Shared coax/antenna network Reduce cable install costs by 
running fewer cables, fewer 
antennas in ceiling 

Differing topologies may limit 
common cabling paths 

Mix of dedicated and neutral-
host remote unit electronics 

Allows both neutral-host 
capability and WSP-dedicated 
equipment 

Higher cost than fully integrated 
neutral-host DAS 

Multiple WSPs fully integrated 
onto single DAS layer 

Most cost savings, least amount 
of equipment 

Power sharing of RF transmitting 
hardware may be unfair or 
changing, interference from 
unintended signal mixing 

 

Today’s DAS Equipment is Better Able to Handle 
Multi-Wireless Service Provider/ Multi-band/Multi-technology 
Fortunately  today’s  top-tier DAS equipment is built by design to be able to handle a wide range of 
frequency bands and technologies, allowing for broader use by WSPs with modern 3G and 4G wideband  
channels. Modern DAS systems may be built in layers or with modules that allow multiple WSPs and 
their channels/carriers to ride on them. Equipment often has built-in band filtering and power 
management to allow a diversity of signals to coexist on a DAS without any hindrance to performance. 
They are designed to better avoid interference issues from multiple bands transmitted that would often 
plague older-generation DAS systems. 



Fully Independent Use of a Whole Layer of the DAS by a WSP 
One aspect of DAS usage is that a WSP may have exclusive rights to an entire DAS layer. Ownership can 
be structured so that portions or the whole DAS could be shared among WSPs. The following figure 
shows how a DAS with two layers may be used such that two WSPs each use their own layer.  

Figure 1 – Fully Independent Use of a DAS (Tyco ADC/LGC DAS Equipment)  

 

Independent Use of DAS Electronics but Sharing of Coax/Antenna Network 
The following figure shows a modularly architected DAS, with each module potentially used by an 
individual WSP. Coax cables and antennas are shared between WSPs.  

Figure 2 – Service Providers Sharing DAS Electronics (Corning Mobile Access DAS Equipment) 

 



Mixed Dedicated/Shared Use of DAS Electronics While Sharing of Coax/Antenna Network 
This figure shows a DAS with a neutral-host electronic remote unit along with electronics that provide 
dedicated service to a single WSP. They feed a shared coax/cable infrastructure. This provides cost 
savings of shared neutral-host electronics (SYSTEM B) while also allowing dedicated electronics usage 
(SYSTEMS A and C) for WSPs that have the ability and desire to pay more funds for dedicated usage 
rights.    

Figure 3A – Mixed Sharing of DAS – Dedicated and Shared Resources (CommScope Andrew DAS Equipment) 

 



 Figure 4B– Mixed Sharing of DAS – Dedicated and Shared Resources (CommScope Andrew DAS Equipment) 

 

Reserving Capacity 
For the  fully  integrated  approach,  each  WSP’s  use  of  DAS  capacity  must  be  guarded.  Despite  the  
evolution of broader band DAS system equipment, there is still the issue of how similar carrier signals 
can be integrated on shared DAS electronic equipment while guaranteeing fair power sharing. Suppose 
two carriers, WSP 1 and WSP 2, provide PCS band channels that must both be handled by a neutral-host 
DAS. If WSP 1 commissioned with 6 GSM channels and then WSP 2 commissioned with 8 GSM channels, 
the power per channel would be significantly reduced once WSP 2 was commissioned as shown in the 
following diagram. This would drive the performance (coverage reliability of voice and data rates) of 
WSP  1’s  channels  down  because  WSP  2  now  uses  part  of  the  DAS  capacity  that  WSP 1 had originally.  

Figure 5 – DAS Capacity Shrinkage 

 

An alternative is to reserve a certain portion of the DAS capacity for each WSP. This way each WSP 
would maintain a consistent coverage performance even when another WSP was added to the  



neutral-host DAS. The following pie diagram illustrates an example of how channel capacity and 
performance could be reserved for two or more WSPs that share the same DAS. The DAS integrator 
would preplan for a certain number of WSPs and pre-allocate capacity for each. When the current DAS 
configuration (called DAS layer) is full to capacity, provision should be made to add another DAS layer to 
accommodate new growth. This way each WSP that has been previously broadcasting on the DAS will 
still maintain the same level of performance per channel and channel capacity previously promised. 

Figure 6 – Reserved DAS Capacity 

  

Converged Cellular, PCS, Public Safety and Wi-Fi 
An interesting aspect of ownership is the integration of Wi-Fi and cellular services within a building. 
Large venues such as airports need wide-ranging Wi-Fi coverage (802.11a/b/g/n) and the DAS integrator 
may opt to design this functionality into the overall system design. Many are now questioning whether 
the Wi-Fi network should be integrated into the DAS infrastructure at some level or should it be installed 
on a discrete basis. If Wi-Fi service is desired to be integrated, then the question becomes who will take 
ownership of Wi-Fi issues. While 2.4 GHz signals could be supported to meet the link budget, at 5 GHz 
(802.11a), amplification will need to occur either at the antenna element or access point. As WLANs are 
increasingly used for mission and life-critical applications, additional hardware allows for multiple points 
of failure. Support of MIMO is highly questionable for 802.11n. In potential support of MIMO, multiple 
coaxial runs are needed, which makes costs much higher than a discrete DAS design and a discrete 
WLAN design. The WLAN manufacturer will not provide warranty support for access points integrated 
with the DAS. Real Time Location-based Services will not operate as intended. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Here are some Wi-Fi/DAS integration options.  

Table 5 – Wi-Fi Integration Options 

Wi-Fi Integration Option Advantage Disadvantage 
Fully independent of DAS Wi-Fi operates as intended by 

the WLAN provider. WLAN 
manufacturer provides warranty 
support. All capabilities of the 
WLAN (i.e., MIMO, 802.11a, Real 
Time Location-based Services) 
operate as intended  

None  

Uses only DAS cable paths Reduce cable install costs by 
running DAS and Wi-Fi cabling at 
same time 

Differing topologies may limit 
common cabling paths 

Integrated with DAS Coax/Cable Reduces cabling and antennas DAS antenna topology may not 
support Wi-Fi MIMO scheme 

Fully integrated with DAS Access points could be co-
located in the wiring closet and 
could be combined onto a 
common coaxial infrastructure 

Amplification will need to occur 
either at the antenna element or 
access point. Additional 
hardware allows for multiple 
points of failure and added costs.  

 

Long-term System Performance 
Although no one can protect a DAS from eventual obsolescence, there are some steps to provide 
flexibility for meeting new traffic and frequency requirements.  

1) Build the DAS with the  knowledge  of  the  WSP’s  roadmap for future growth. The DAS designer 
should understand  the  future  needs  of  the  WSP.  Limiting  the  design  with  only  today’s  traffic  in  
mind is risky to system performance.   

2) Provide a flexible architecture that permits easy addition of more channels and frequencies on 
existing or expanded DAS equipment. Understand potential WSP providers and customer 
demands within the building facility.  

3) Where feasible, it is a good idea to use call generators/probes to provide independent view of 
RF key performance indicators that can assess accessibility and retainability of the throughput 
signal, etc. This can also aid in providing early warning of any RF degradation and in some cases, 
could help distinguish DAS from RAN problems, as well as troubleshoot in conjunction with 
head-end Management Information Base (MIB) data. 

4) In order to mitigate uplink noise rise for high-density, peak-traffic scenarios, it is a good idea to 
ensure RAN sectors feeding the DAS are set to high-capacity parameters; invoke traffic 
throttling on these RAN sectors, keep the soft handover from the DAS to the macro-cellular 
network outside the venue and whenever possible, and allow automatic authentication of 
subscriber devices onto the Wi-Fi network for offload.   

Understanding	  the	  WSP’s	  Frequency/Traffic	  Demand	  Projection	  Plan 
If the WSP can share its roadmap with a DAS provider, it will help ensure adequate DAS capacity over 
time.  Traffic  demand  on  wireless  networks  is  really  ratcheting  up  with  equipment  like  Apple  Inc.’s  iPad  
and  iPhone,  Google  Inc.’s  Android  operating  system, and other smart phones, tablets and emerging 
devices. Further, the majority of wireless traffic occurs indoors. How does a DAS provider account for 
these changes? This is not an easy task, but here are some items to consider: 



x Expanded or shifted frequency band licensing and use – the WSP may be acquiring new spectrum or 
planning to use spectrum it owns but has in reserve. The WSPs should share that information with 
the DAS designer.   

x Available RF traffic channels – as macro outdoor wireless traffic increases, additional channels are 
often commissioned per sector to meet demands. These may be available for indoor use too.  

x WSP traffic growth predictions – the WSP looks at subscriber and usage data for indoor venues and 
projects traffic usage and number of channels required to meet subscriber traffic over some 
foreseeable period of time. What will traffic look like on the DAS three years from now?  

The DAS designer can use all of that information to determine how to best design the DAS. The following 
table lists typical traffic demands that a carrier may expect a DAS to carry.  

Table 6 – DAS Traffic Demands Example 

 

One consideration in the design of a DAS that will handle this capacity is to build a DAS that will 
accommodate the number of sectors the WSP desires to broadcast on it. This is done by dividing the 
venue’s  coverage  area  into  DAS  Zones,  allowing  each  WSP  sector  to  cover  one  of  more  zones  with  a  WSP  
sector.  The DAS can provide capacity for both low- and high-use WSPs alike. This allows the DAS to 
accommodate the worst-case number of sectors, meeting the traffic demands of each WSP.   

Flexible DAS Equipment 
Over time the DAS equipment manufacturers have designed increased bandwidth into their products. 
The DAS designer can use these products to provide a flexible design. This can be done either by building 
in the capability up front with multi-band equipment, or by providing a core architecture that can be 
easily expanded with modular electronic components. The following Figure 7 shows a multi-band 
architecture and Figure 8 shows a modular architecture.  

  

Venue Name

DAS 
Coverage 
Area (sq. ft.)

Peak 
Attendees

Three 
Year 
Voice 
Erlangs

Three 
Year Data 
Erlangs

Required 
# of 
Sector 
Carriers

Required 
Number of DAS 
Zones/Sectors

Entertainment 
Venue 2,500,000

Convention Center 50,000 450 700 47 10

Coliseum 15,000 150 200 14 3

Casino 10,000 100 175 12 3

Hotel & Other Areas 5,000 50 80 6 2



 

Figure 7 – 6-Band Multi-band Remote Unit (CommScope Andrew DAS Equipment) 

 

Figure 8 – DAS Head-end and Remote Components with Modular Architecture (SOLiD and TE Connectivity/ADC DAS 
Equipment) 

Provision for a flexible architecture should also include allowing for MIMO transmission. Although there 
is debate over how much MIMO helps with data speeds in an in-building venue, there is at present 
enough demand by certain carriers where a DAS integrator must seriously consider provisioning for it. 



Figure 9 shows a 2x2 MIMO configuration (two antennas at the DAS and two at the mobile device). It 
may be cheaper to provision up front, such as pulling a higher cable-quantity bundle and installing two 
or more antennas versus one at each antenna node location. DAS OEMs have several schemes for 
implementing MIMO. Figure 10 and  
Figure 11 show typical schemes for implementing MIMO architecture using various OEM equipment. LTE 
MIMO is transmitted onto multiple streams that each need DAS infrastructure to broadcast. MIMO 
signals are transmitted as Stream A and Stream B in Figure 10. 

 

Figure 9 – MIMO 2x2 Provide Dual Antennas at DAS and Mobile Device 

 

 

Figure 10 – Parallel Remote Units to Provide Dual Data Streams for MIMO Operation (CommScope Andrew DAS Equipment) 



 
Figure 11 – Dual Modules Support Two MIMO Data Streams (Corning Mobile Access DAS Equipment)   

Another aspect of MIMO DAS implementation is antenna configuration.  Figure 12 shows how 2x2 
MIMO outperforms SISO, and 4x4 MIMO outperforms 2x2.  

 

Figure 12 – MIMO versus SISO DAS Capacityi 

If multiple antennas are used, what is an adequate separation distance between each antenna? Can a 
single cross-polarization antenna be used? Either option can be used if each MIMO stream is adequately 
isolated  from  the  other.  Antennas  must  be  configured  to  provide  for  signal  “diversity”  between  the 
MIMO streams. A discussion on this topic is beyond the scope of this paper but a few guidelines will be 
given here for a two-antenna configuration. Tests have been conducted to determine performance of 
multiple antennas based on separation distance. Results of one test are listed in the Figure 13 below for 
a 4x4 linear antenna array versus two cross-polarization antennas. At least one carrier has suggested six 
feet as the minimum separation for 700 MHz MIMO transmissions.  



 

 

 

Figure 13 – MIMO Antenna Separation and Its Effect on Data Rates (See Endnote i) 

From an aesthetic viewpoint, there may be preference to have two times the number of standard 
antennas to support MIMO versus using a substantially lower number of cross-polarized antennas, 
which may be bulkier.  

Careful planning, flexible architecture and DAS partitioning should all be factored together when 
formulating a strategy for growth. This path should also be designed to protect the interests of 
incumbent DAS users while providing for future needs.  

If the DAS is to be neutral host or if any carrier is likely to want MIMO antenna configuration, consider 
installing cabling up front to provide an infrastructure that will make expansion less costly. This includes 
coaxial cable, fiber, composite cable (including copper wiring for powering remote devices), and Cat 5. 
Labor for cable pulling is expensive, so it is much cheaper overall to install a bigger bundle of cable once 
than to go back several times to install more cable. And while the installers are in the ceiling, it is often 
easier to go ahead and install for a MIMO antenna configuration up front if there is a decent chance that 
MIMO will be requested later. This usually means installing two antennas per antenna-node location. 

Mixing Technologies on a DAS –Example of What Can Go Wrong 

Independent DAS Designs 
Previous generation DAS design techniques involved a less integrated approach because of limited 
bandwidth of OEM DAS equipment. To meet the broadcast requirements in a building, older DAS 
networks were composed of a number of DAS layers1. This meant that a DAS installation could 

                                                           
1 DAS Layer – a fully functioning set of DAS equipment that originates with a set of communication channels from a 
WSP’s  base  station  or  repeater  and  broadcasts  them  throughout  an  indoor  facility.  DAS  layers  may  be  installed  in  
parallel, each covering the same area but offering their own traffic capacity and channel-frequency support.  



potentially have a lot of antennas in the ceiling as well as parallel cables and active equipment2. 
Especially concerning is that channels on one layer may interfere with channels on another. A public-
safety repeater may be installed with a few antennas in a building without regard to potential 
interference to a DAS with cellular band channels. These architectures may be independently 
implemented without regard to how well they will work once they are cohabitating the same in-building 
space with other DAS systems or layers. This case study concerns a set of DAS networks that were built 
this way. Each was built without enough consideration of the other systems in the building. The 
following figure shows a venue with a cellular DAS, a public-safety DAS and a trunked radio DAS.  

 

Figure 14 – A venue with a multi-technology DAS 

These systems were designed and maintained by separate groups of people. This led to problems of co-
occupancy of indoor air space by RF signals that potentially interfere with one another. As systems are 
added, the integrators of newer systems should analyze potential interference with existing systems. 
Even if that is done, who deals with the issue of system breakdown or degradation after DAS systems 
are installed? What happens when construction causes re-route of these systems, or when building 
structures are added that block signal paths to donor cell sites? Care must be taken when designing a 
DAS that carries multiple technology signals. When done properly, the system can work harmoniously. 
But as seen in this example, many things can go awry.  

A large indoor venue had a passive DAS3 carrying cellular mobile phone traffic, a trunked radio system 
for employees, and a public-safety repeater for first responders. Separate entities designed the cellular, 
public-safety and trunked radio systems. These were installed at different times and with different goals 
in mind. All systems met design requirements upon system commissioning.  

x Each employee at the site had an 800 MHz two-way radio, serviced by a private trunked radio 
system. This system used a repeater that re-transmitted  a  caller’s  signal  in  a  broadcast  fashion  to  
the full suite of 600 employee radio units within the facility.  

x A public-safety system was also in place that used a repeater to re-broadcast signals from a 
neighboring 800 MHz public-safety macro site for first responders.  

x A third system consisted of a cellular phone DAS that provided a range of commercial cellular 
services for both employees and customers. These phone signals ranged in frequency including 800 
MHz, 850 MHz and 1900 MHz transmissions.  

                                                           
2 Active Equipment – DAS equipment requiring an AC power source to operate or a DC power supply.  
3 Passive DAS – this DAS carries signals throughout a facility using only coaxial cabling, power dividers and 
antennas. No active electronics (requiring external AC or DC power) are needed. 



 

Several issues revolved around service for cellular customers on the DAS. First the Nextel customers 
could not  make  phone  calls.  A  customer’s  phone  seemed  to  work  normally  when  powered  up  but  failed  
to connect when attempting to place a call. Secondly AT&T was complaining that it had poor quality 
caller experience for mobiles using the 850 MHz cellular band. And at  sporadic  intervals,  AT&T’s  cellular  
band coverage suffered occasionally in facilities that were adjacent to a sea harbor. Upon investigation 
these problems resulted from parallel systems that were either designed independently of each other or 
lacked safe guards that would have prevented inter-system interference.  

 

Here are three key contributors that were found: 
1) Public-safety repeater that repeated signals outside its frequency band 
2) Incorrect Nextel carrier donor site and retuned macro-network 
3) Low quality cellular-band repeater on a docked boat next to the site 

Public-Safety Repeater Resolution 
Issues included a source of poor performance in the cellular band traffic (850 MHz) that was caused by a 
public-safety repeater that repeated signals outside its operating band, spilling interference into the 
adjacent cellular band. This category of interference is called Adjacent Channel Interference. Proper 
filtering equipment was added to the public-safety system to fix that problem. It chops off the signal 
through the repeater so that only the public-safety band is repeated and no other signal.  

Incorrect Cell Donor Site Resolution 
Another problem was with 800 MHz Nextel traffic (or the lack of traffic). The source of this problem was 
construction of a new building that blocked signals from a donor macro-network site. In fact the 
building's windows acted as a reflector and caused the Nextel repeater to see signals from a long-
distance tower in another township. 

The phones of the venue occupants were set up for 800 MHz only, which corresponded to the local 
area’s  network.  Due  to  blockage  of  the  local  towers  by  the  new  high-rise building, signals were bouncing 
off the building and received from distant donor sites that used both 800 MHz and 900 MHz channels. 
So the distant donor site communicated with an in-building  user’s  phone  using  800  MHz  in  the  phone’s  
idle or camping mode, but instructed the phone to switch to 900 MHz for a traffic channel (in the call 
setup procedure.) The phone was not programmed to work with 900 MHz signals, so no calls could be 
originated or received. An interesting fact is that this problem was not observed immediately after 
construction  of  the  new  tower  was  complete.  It  reared  its  ugly  head  only  when  the  adjacent  town’s  cell  
towers were re-tuned to include 900 MHz. The resolution was to reorient the repeater donor antenna 
mounted on the outside wall of the building to point to the correct local donor site.  

Dealing with Mobile Low-Quality Cell Repeater 
Whether on a boat or in a fixed dwelling, low-quality cell repeaters are a problem for cellular providers. 
They retransmit signals and add noise to the carrier signals within range of their repeated signal, causing 
dropped calls, poor quality voice and low data rates for cell phone subscribers. In this case, the cell 
phone provider had to find the source and force it to shut down. A long-term remedy that might be 
considered is to better regulate the design and implementation of this type of repeater such that it 
meets guidelines that reduce the chances of causing interference.   



DAS Capacity Limits 
As this DAS system aged and traffic demands grew, signs of capacity overload began to appear. Several 
factors contributed to this:  

1) Overloading a DAS with too many wideband channels 
2) Aging RF hardware components that failed to perform 
3) Limited flexibility to handle new channel frequencies or MIMO antenna technologies  

Resolving the DAS Channel Overloading Issue 
The cellular DAS was a passive DAS that had an RF combining box for mixing all incoming signals from 
the service providers. As more service providers signed up to use the DAS, eventually it was driven to 
over-capacity. Although the RF combining box was specified to handle the signal load placed upon it, we 
field-verified that interference problems were occurring with the set of carrier signals that were placed 
upon it.  

The following Figure 154 shows how the RF combining box is used to combine signals to feed the rest of 
a passive DAS. WSPs bring cabling to the WSP interface where signals are distributed to antennas.  

 

Figure 15 – RF Combining Box and Passive DAS 

When signals are mixed together at a high enough power level, unwanted signal by-products can be 
produced  that  can  interfere  with  other  WSP’s  signals.  This  signal  mixing  is  referred  to  inter-modulation 
interference, which occurs due to signal mixing products as can be seen below: 

Inter-modulation is likely at least one source of these unwanted signals that result from signal mixing. 
There may be other factors causing interference such as power overload into a RF component. This is 
beyond the scope of this paper but suffice to say, interference was observed to be a function of how 
many signal sources were fed into the RF combining box, especially when wideband UMTS signals were 
involved (see additional explanation below).  

So why does this problem sometimes occur in a passive DAS? The primary factor likely is that the input 
power levels have to be fairly high into the RF combining box in order to produce a decent signal level at 
each DAS antenna. In certain cases, this could mean a level of 1 or 2 Watts per channel. This power is 
needed because there is a lot of loss in the coaxial network and power dividers that the signal power 



must overcome before the signal passes into an antenna at the far end of a coax cable run. The more 
power input into the DAS, the more likely that unwanted mixing will occur.  

Another equally important factor is the transmission of wideband signals, particularly UMTS or similar 
channels. A wideband UMTS signal is 5 megahertz wide, allowing many ways for it to mix with other 
incoming signals into the DAS.  As demand to carry data traffic on this DAS increased, more wideband 
signals such as UMTS were deployed.  

The remedy for this DAS was to re-architect it with a new active DAS front-end that would take the WSP 
signals, combine them with lower power and sharp filtering, and then amplify them to feed the original 
passive DAS trunk lines. This solution was atypical when compared to the normal route of installing a 
completely new active DAS, but was cheaper to implement.  

This configuration allowed mixing of various technology signals without the headache of interference.  

Replacing Failing RF Components 
In this DAS network, certain RF components that combined carrier signal channels had failed over time. 
Some were undersized and ran in a heated condition, shortening component life. The service provider 
replaced these components. One or more coax cables were installed around the DAS head-end that 
were found to have faulty connectors, introducing RF interference. These had to be replaced.  

Lessons Learned 
In summary, some lessons learned from this case study are as follows: 

1) Pre-plan for system growth – expect growth! 
2) Know the limits of the DAS and do not exceed them.  
3) Provide a way to re-engineer or expand the DAS to provide design flexibility. 
4) Design each DAS network with inter-dependencies of other networks in mind. Performance of 

one DAS should not degrade the performance of another.  
5) Use quality components that meet design specification and have a large MTBF (mean time 

between failures). 
6) Employ skilled contractors that will assemble and install cabling and components in a reliable 

manner and will verify and warrant system performance.   
 

Taking heed to these guidelines will go a long way towards designing a DAS that meets both current and 
future requirements while maintaining strong system performance.  
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